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To the Bone: New and Selected Poems - Google Books Result In 1987 poet and physician Jon Mukand published Sutured Words, a volume of contemporary poems to help patients, their families and friends, and all health.

Articulations: the body and illness in poetry - National Center for. Catalog Record: Articulations: the body and illness in poetry in Hathi. Articulations: The Body and Illness in Poetry: Amazon.es: Jon Mukand: Libros en idiomas extranjeros. 11 Oct 1995. Jon Mukand, a physician and poet, has combined the perseverance of a rehabilitation specialist with the scholarship of a PhD candidate and the skills of a composer at an NYU Literature, Arts, & Medicine Database. The body: Just where grace resides -- / The medical environment: the hospital smell combs my nostrils -- / Patient's views of illness: the darkness within me is.
